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Abstract: The current debate surrounding the implementation of the Kyoto Treaty raises 

severa/Issues that ought to be of interest to social and political philosophers Proponents and 
critiCS alike have Invoked Ideas of fairness in Justification of their positions. The two distinct 
conceptions of fairness that are involved in this debate-one of fair shares, and another of fair 

burdens-helpfully illuminate the proper role of fairness in deSigning an equitable and effective 
global climate regime. In thiS paper, I critically examine the idea of fairness as manifest In two 
contending visions of the proper International response to mounting evidence that human 
activity IS causing climate change, and that harm from this change IS likely to exacerbate existing 

inequalities In addition, I recommend one idea of fairness (the fair shares conception) and 
the political program that it implies 

\ J\ /hen the Bush Administriltion formally withdrew the United States from the 

VVKyoto protocol-the global climate chilnge treilty negc1tiated in 1997 that 

hlI1ds industriallzed nations to greenhouse gas emissions reductions-it lIted 

among its reasons for doing so the unLmness 01 the treaty framework I On thIS 

point the AdministrillJCln IS undoubtedly correcl any viilble global cllmate change 

millgation program must be fair to all parties if it is to succeed GIven the absence 

of il strl111g and centrallzed mternationill regubtory regime to monitor and enforce 

the terms L)I the protocol, the manner in which the ~lgreement illiocates burdens 

and responslbllltleS for greenhouse gas abatement must be seen as fair in order to 

be ilccepted, lmplementecL and enforced by the pilrtleS to il 

Beyond this practical concern lor fairness, a more fundamental phllosophical 

point might also be milde The costs of anthropogenic clImate change, although 

not fully understc)od, arc certam to be cllstributed in ~1l1 mecluitable manner that 

Cilnnot but be called unfair Accordmg to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change OPCC!, the international group of climate experts estahllshed in 1988 by 

the Unlled ]\Jallons Environmental [)rogr~lmme, "the Impacts of climate ch~lnge 

wI!1 fall disproportionately upon de\'el,)pmg countries and poor persons within 

------_.._-----
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all countries, and thereby exacerbate inequities in health status and access to ad
equate food, clean water, and other resources. "2 For the most part, the nations and 

peoples that will bear the brunt of the ecological (and consequently social, political 
and economic) damage of climate change are among the least responsible for the 
greenhouse pollution causing those problems. Those principally responsible-the 
industrialized nations of the North3-are the regions likely to suffer the least from 
climate change. 

This inequity suggests two preliminary conclusions, upon which this paper 
is based: that inaction to mitigate anthropogenic climate change is not a viable 
alternative, based on considerations of fairness and the mounting evidence that 
human activity is creating ecological hazards, and that the political response to 
anthropogenic climate change must not only reduce greenhouse gas emissions but 
must also correct for the inequitable and unfair cause and effect noted above. A 
fair climate regime, that IS, requires not only an equitable allocation of mitigation 

~ burdens, but also a system of remedial compensation that accounts for the disparity 
between contributions to and adverse effects resulting from climate change. 

I. Implementation 

The 1992 Framework Convention on ClImate Change declares anthropogenic 
climate change to be a "common concern of mankind" and notes that "the largest 
share of historical and current global emissIOns of greenhouse gases has originated 
in developed countries" despite the disproportIOnate damage impact on developing 
ones Signatories to the treaty pledged to freeze emissions at 1990 levels (pending 
further study) and, through future action, to "protect the climate system for the 
benefit of present and future generations of mankind, on the basis of equity and 
in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respec
tive capacities" Since the developed countries were primarily responsible for the 
problem and uniquely capable of its mitigation, concerns for "equity" required 

that "the developed countries take the lead in combating climate change and the 
adverse effects thereoL'" 

How successful have subsequent international climate mitIgatIon efforts been 
at realizing this conceptIon of equitYI Three years after the 1992 Rio summit, further 
evidence about anthropogenic climate change and skepticism about the efficacy 
of non-binding targets led delegates to affirm the Berlin Mandate, agam calling 
for "common but differentIated responsibilities" but this moe through bindmg 
emissions targets for industriahzed countries At the Kyoto meeting in 1997, the 
industrialized nations (Annex I) were bound to a combined 5 percent reduction in 

greenhouse emissions from 1990 baselme levels, to be achieved by the compliance 
period of 2008-2012. These mandatory reductions were assigned on the basis of 
the "differentiated CapaCltleS and capabilities" model, ranging from a prescribed 8 
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percent reduction for the EU (which has a "bubble" cap for all member countries) 
to a 10 percent increase for Iceland. The United States, despite Its status as the 
biggest aggregate, per capita, and historical greenhouse polluter, was assigned a 7 
percent reduction. 

One decade after the Framework Convention, the Kyoto protocol is on the 
verge of being implemented without the participation o[ the United States'" In the 
interim, the EU has decreased its emissions [rom the 1990 baseline, due largely 
to an aggressive modernization of the former East Germany following reunifica
tion, but also due to proactive emissions abatement investments by other member 
nations. Russia's emissions declined by 29 percent, and Ukraine's by 49 percent, 
owing to the 1990s economic collapse and consequent decline in both industrial 
production and consumption. China-the second largest aggregate greenhouse 
polluter, whose exclusion from the Kyoto protocol is frequently cited by the Ad
ministration to justify the U.S. withdrawal-froze its emissions near 1990 levels 
despite the lack of binding standards, owing largely to an aggressive campaign 
following Kyoto in which it reduced its emissions by 17 percent between 1997 
and 2000 (a period in which it also saw economic growth of 36 percent)'" Mean
while, U.S emissions have increased by 13 percent from the 1990 baseline, and 
the Administration's proposed Kyoto "alternative" is expected to have little effect 
on curbing this growth rate? 

II. Fairness 

What would constitute an equitable or fair climate change regime? Since anthro
pogenic climate change is widely regarded as underway, and since existing and 
near-future greenhouse gas emissions will continue to adversely affect persons for 
over a century, fairness must be concerned with both mitigation and compensation. 
That is, the regime must assign some set of abatement burdens as the centerpiece 
to a mitigatlon program, and these burdens must be assigned fairly In addition, 
the inequity between contribution and harm, m which the developing South as
sumes the bulk of the damage costs, caused principally by the industrialized North, 
requires an additional compensation from North to South in a fund to be used for 
sustainable development as well as adaptation to a changmg climate. 

\Vhat is the proper mix between mitigation and compensation? Economists 
conceive of the level of "optimal pollution" as that point where marginal abatement 
burdens equal marginal damage costs Regulatlons mandating zero pollution would 
be inefficient because prohibltlvely expensive, and so (arguably) should aim instead 
for that pomt where one extra dollar invested in abatement technology would result 
in less than one dollar in avoided costs. According to the IPCC, the optimal level of 
atmospheric C02 concentration is somewhere between 400 and 450 ppmv-a level 
considerably lower than would result I'rom compliance with the Kyoto protocol 
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but high enough to produce significant adverse effects, particularly upon countries 
of the South. At tl1lS '"optimum" level, damage costs would be roughly equal to 

mitigation costs, with both estimated at approximately 1 percent of gross world 
product These damage costs would be Inequitably distributed, however, with the 

North bearing costs ranging from 0.7 to 1.2 percent of GNP, with a range of 1.8 
to 8 percent of GNP borne by the nations of the South.~ 

Two conceptual approaches to international fairness within a global climate 
regime would appear to oller two distinct sets of policy recommendations. On one 
hand, the task of assigning national emissions caps might be regarded as the al

location of fair burdens, where each partiCipating nation is expected to shoulder a 
roughly equal mitigation cost If, as the Framework Convention maintainS, climate 
change is a global problem that demands global solutions, then the allocation of 

climate change reduction burdens might begin with a presumptIon of equality 
(that is, where the allocation of abatement costs IS based upon an assumption of 
equal causal responsibility, implying equal liability), and deviate from equal bur

dens (measured in terms of percentage reductions from a baseline or mitigation 
costs as a function of GNP) only slightly, and then based upon a mix of causal 
responsibility, mitigation capacity, and political will This conceptual approach 

(embodied \vithin the Kyoto protocol) has the advantage of political expedience, 
since it avoids assigmng blame or differentially weighting burdens according to 
other contentious critena. 

On the other hand, the task might be conceived as one of determimng fair 

shares (or a mitigation regime that assigns differential abatement costs among 

participants based upon morally relevant differences among them, and where 

equal causal responsibllity and liability is not assumed). Here the focus shifts from 
allocating the costs of achieving a given reduction from a status quo baseline to 
the allocation among nations of permitted emissions levels, which would be based 

not on an historical baseline but according to some relevant criterion such as 
population size Prescribed emissions caps might vary widely in order to achieve 
the same global 5 percent reduction as prescribed by the Kyoto protocol (or the 
steeper cuts needed to stabilize atmospheric C02 at 450 ppmv), with the heavi

est burdens falling upon the biggest current per capita greenhouse polluters Past 
emissions would not, as they do under a f~lir burdens scheme, confer a claim to 
larger or smaller future caps, being relevant to each nation's compliance costs but 
not their fair share of global emIssions Such an approach may not be pollllcally 
viable, glven the rejeCllOn by the Ul1lted States ol the far more moucst framework 
of the Kyoto protocol. but fairness IS not always attractIve to all participants in 
a cooperallve scheme. and IS likely to be most unattractIve to those who benefit 

most by eXIsting arrangements. What, If anything, might recommenu one of these 
conceptions over the other? 
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III. Responsibility 

EVZllualicl!1 of the respecti\'e merits of the lillr burdens and fair shares conceptic1ns 

might helpfully be IlluminZlted by se\'Cr~11 bmJliar ethlcZll principles From the 

premtse of fundamental equZllity, BriZln Barry demes il principle of responSlbillty 
whICh holds thZlt "a legitimate origin l)l' different outLomes for different people is 

that they haw made different volunLilry choices"9 That lS, fairness (or Justice in 

distribution) reqUIres thZlt like cases be treated ali ke, and bases legit imate unequal 

treatment upon morally relC\'~mt differences (Ie, those for whlCh they can be 

held responSible) among persons A corolbry to this principle, ZlS Barry notes, 

is "that had outcomes for which somebody tS not rcsplmslble prOVide a prima 

fZlCle case lor compensatton,"ll' Since agents CZlnnot Ix e:1Usally responsible for 

luck, they ::ne not to be held mor~llly responsible for lIS products; beneftts and 

burdens resulllng from luck are to be borne by societv as a \vhole rZlther than by 

Zlny individual 

Applied to the chmate debate, this principle holds that the ecological harm 

resulting from anthropogenic climate change should affect only those agents 

(whether natwns or persons) that contribute excessive greenhouse gases into the 

eanh's ~llmosphere When combined with the prinCiple 01 equity, the principle of 

responsibihty binds those who are caus~ll]y responsible for the harms of climate 

change to bear its (LIstS m proponlOn to thelr contribUtluns Sometimes referred 

to as the polluter pays principle, the combination 01 responsibility and equlty 

model 1S an oft-recognized component of the ide~l of !:llr/1ess those who make 

a mess ought to [Jay fur its cleanup; those who make more L,f a mess ought to 

pay more fL,r Its cleanup; and those not resFwnsible for the mess should not be 

harmed by it 

Absent a deliberate effort, through bindmg targets and effective enforcement, 

the aho\'(,: prinCiples will contmue to be violated by the large polluters of the North, 

whl' contnhute the bulk of lhe greenhouse gases that l:lUse climate change, but 

who stand to he achTrsely affected much less than smaller contnbutors (and non

contnbutors) to the problem The st:llUS quo, in other words, fails the sLlndard of 

Lmness outlined above in that the primary cull,nts sLlnd tLI bear far less than their 

fair share of the damage costs, given their disproplJrtIL)nately large contributIOn to 

the problem, :md those expected te) bear the bulk of the lbmage of climate changL' 

will haw contributed little or nothmg to the problem For eqUity and responsihll

ity lO he reahzecL some l'ombinati,)n of l111ngati'l n and "'lTIpensation would be 

relluircd to concci for tllls imbalallL'C, perhaps approxnn:lllllg the optimallc\e1 of 

greenhc'use pollutilln 

One ITIlght postulate that incl1vtdual nations should he willmg to assess theIr 

0\\'11 le\'C1s of rIsk acceptance :llld nnw !,rcterellce, and so ekuele among themselves 

how much prcscnt cOnSUl1lpllOn tL) fOIl';'.l) 1I1 order 10 a\L)ld pL1ssibic tutmc calamity. 

hut the I ranShOl.lllLbrv nature 01 clnnalL' ch~lllge llukes Sll,'h ':anatl011 Il1the halancc 
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between mitigation and damage costs impossible. The atmosphere is a common pool 
resource that is indifferent to political boundaries or point-source emissions--a ton 
of carbon equivalent emissions from anywhere is the same as a ton emitted from 
anywhere else. Contributors can't be isolated from the buildup of atmospheric C02 

, 

and contributors cannot choose to quarantine their own emissions. 
Ecological costs are distributed without reference to individual contributions 

or tolerance for risk One nation's acceptance of greater future damage costs for 
the sake of avoiding greater current mitigation costs generates a free rider problem 
that threatens to undermine the entire cooperative system. For this reason, and 
to prevent emissions "leaks" (where polluting industries move from an emissions
controlled area to an uncontrolled one), all must participate and agree to a common 
balance between these two kinds of costs. As the Framework Convention reads, 
states have the "sovereign right to explOit their own resources pursuant to their Ov,,11~	 environmental and developmental policies," but also "the responsibility to ensure 
that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to other 

States or of areas beyond the limits of their jurisdiction." This latter responsibility 
serves as the limiting case for the former right, since no nation has the moral right 
to harm another with impunity To do so contravenes the prinCiple of responsibil
ity, and the idea of fairness upon which it depends 

IV. Complications 

The [air burdens approach, in which participant nations are required to shoulder 
roughly equal burdens In the mitigation of greenhouse emissions, and as embodied 
with the Kyoto protocol, may well be, as the Bush Administration claims, "fatally 
flawed"ll While most view it as largely symbolic, and the beginning of a long-term 
global mitigation strategy rather than the entirety of one, the manner in which 
mitigation costs are allocated among nations under the protocol suggest significant 
philosophical as well as political objections The political objections--at least those 
issuing from Washington-recommend further inaction and obstruction, while 
the philosophical obJections recommend a [air shares approach, based upon the 
insurmountable problems with the [air burdens strategy of the Kyoto protocol 

Both classes of objections, however, agree in principle upon the need to some
how include the entire world under a regulatory system The two-tiered system, in 
whICh only Annex [ countries initially have binding emiSSIons caps, while devel
oping countries are brought under a global cap at some unspeCified future point, 
is a product of both principle (that of "common but dIfferentiated responsibilities 
and capacities") but also pragmatic politics, which required the participation of the 
South as well as the North. 

The reasons for this two-tiered system were compelling enough the Annex [ 
countries have disproportionately contributed to the problem and (p2rtly JS J result) 
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have adequate resources for mitigating it. Combined, they emitted an average of 3.2 
metric tons of carbon per capita in 1990 (among them, the u.s was highest at 6.0 
metric tons), while non-Annex I nations averaged 0.4 metric tons. 12 By contrast, 
gross domestic product (GDP) in the industrialized nations of the OECD averaged 
$22 ,020 per capita in 1999, compared with $3530 in developing nations. IJ Indeed, 
the commitment to "common but differentiated responsibilities" from the Kyoto 
treaty expressly intended to link mitigation responsibilities to past contributions 
and ability to pay, even if the negotiated targets under the protocol failed to more 
closely approximate those differences. If fairness is a function of causal responsi
bility and capacity, then the North ought to shoulder almost the entire mitigation 
burden, at least in the initial phase. For this reason, the IPCC framework expressly 
aimed not to "aggravate existing disparities" in mitigation efforts 

Despite its initial appeal, the two-tiered system contains several important 
flaws. Politically, it galvanized opposition to the protocol within the US (and 
elsewhere), where the AFL-CIO and other labor organizations joined fossil fuel 

interests in opposing the treaty on grounds that it might lead to the export of emis
sions-intensive manufacturing jobs. 14 In addition, a practical problem involves the 
disparity in emissions growth rates in industrialized versus developing nations. 
While emissions in the industrialized nations have grown on an average of 1.2 per
cent per year, they are increasing at 2-3 times that rate in non-Annex I nations. At 
projected rates of increase, aggregate emissions from developing nations will soon 
surpass those of the Annex I countries. Developing nations will eventually need to 
be brought under a global cap, and mandatory controls on emission increases in 
the near term will make compliance with that cap more tenable in the longer term. 
Fairness requires that emissions caps in developing nations with relatively miniscule 
per capita emissions not be burdensome (as they bear relatively little responsibility 
for the problem), but that they exist in order to check unsustainable growth. 

This is not to suggest that India and China ought to be assigned mandatory 
emissions reductions before the U.S. should agree to participate, as the Administra
tion has contended. Despite being home to 40 percent of the planet's population, 
these two nations have together contributed only 9 percent of the planet's total 
accumulated anthropogeniC greenhouse gases, compared with 30.3 percent by the 
U.S, with its 5 percent of world population. Moreover, as noted above, China has 
been much more aggressive and successful in greenhouse gas abatement in the past 
decade than has the United States In China, where there are eight motor vehicles 
for every 1000 people, and in India where there are seven, mandatory emissions 
reductions comparable to those assigned to the US (where there are 767 increas
ingly-inefficient cars for every 1000 people) would constitute a colossally unfair 
burden This is not to suggest, however, that no mandatory cap limiting emissions 
in non-Annex [ countries is warranted On the contrary, the cap should model the 
requirements of fairness. 
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V. Hot Air 

At the Kyoto cltmate meetmgs, Zi major political quagmire concerned the problem 

of what to do with the Annex B countnes of the former Soviet Union Cl,llectlvely, 

their emissions since the 1990 baseltne year had plummeted nearly 40 percent, 

~lnd for reasons that had little to do with concern for the global envtronment. Given 

the existence of an emissIOns trading market under the Kyoto protocol, Russia 

~1nd Ukraine would st~1nd to gain significantly by selling their excess emissions 

shares (called "hot air' hI' critics) Should RUSSIa and Ukraine benefic hy cmissions 

reductions that were unltltentionally generalt:'c[7 One might be tempted toward 

this conclusion based on the principle of responstbiltty insofar as theIr emissions 

reductions came about as a result of luck,l~ might they be exempted from the 

kind of credit given to, for example, the EU (which achle\'Cd its gains from a more ~ deliberate and purposive effort)) After all, there seems to be a worthy distinctlOn 

between proactive p"llution prevention and accidental gains. Their emiSSlOns 

baseline could be adjusted in order to reflect the unintentional nature of these 

reductions But would this be fair? 

The Annex B eCl>nomic collapse cannot be regarded as a matter of brute luck, 

such that resulting emisswns reductions arc discounted. A second distinction must 

be made between unplanned ~1CtS and their consequences, amI those that result 

from luck alone Economic collapse, and the resultant decrease in emIssions, is 

presumably unplanned (It ts not a product of voluntary choices), but its beneficial 

ecological effects ought not to be written off as beyond the responsibility of those 

who bore the costs of (involuntary) emissions reductions. If causal responsihilit y is 

to be a central criterion for allocating mitigation burdens, then ~ln outcome-oriented 

st~lndard (rather than some standard of mtent) ought to be employed in assessing 

compliance, as well 

The point of empl"Yltlg a baseline and assigning reduction targets rather than 

speClfying more precisely how reductions are to be achIeved is that the former allows 

nations flexihility in cl))]!f,lyltlg with the terms of the treaty. Some may seck greZlter 

energy elTiciency, others mZlY concentrate on mass translt or renewZlhle cncrgy, while 

still others may attempt In reduce production or consumption While 1l IS unlikely 

that many w()uld intentll1nally pursue the paths of Russia Zlnd Ukraine, this should 

not disqualily that manner of ~lchleving reduction targets 

Thm these tWl' Il,Hll)nS achIeved emission reductions as thc unintended con

sequence l)f po] Illell-cl', 'nnmil' events is heslde the POltlt A second eX~lInple bet ter 

Illustrates this argun1l'IlI Russia and Ukr,lltle reduced their emIssions bv rcducmg 

Iheir mdustrbll1utpul ,md consumption TheIr lllotlve was almosl cert~l1nly Ilot a 

rcductwil ltl greenh0l 1s"QclS emissions, hut sh"uld this lack of motlvc he counted 

ag,llnst them? t''>1ust we dcm,llld that only those emission reductIOns achIeved 

thwugh a ll,nsclOUS ~md (1t'lIberate elfort at such abatenwnt count toward rhe Kyoto 

l~ng('ts? \\'hal ilthe ni,"IICS Ie)! such reductIons arc lllixed ~lS betweenl11ltlt;~lting 
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climate change and other benefits! Many of the same actions that reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions also conserve energy, reduce air pollution, relieve road congestion, 
and save money for consumers. We might expect that the ancillary benefits of 
greenhouse gas reduction, rather than concerns about the global climate, are the 
most pressing motives for persons and states. Should their beneficial consequences 
for climate change be thereby disqualified! 

An element of hypocrisy accompanies the suggestion that Russia and Ukraine 
not be allowed to trade their "hot air" credits to nations like the US, Canada, and 
Australia (all of which lodged objections to awarding Annex B countries "hot air" 
credits) Since 1997, delegates from these nations have insisted upon the crediting 
of their large forested areas as "carbon sinks" toward emissIOn reduction targets. The 
more densely-populated nations in Europe and Asia (which lack the huge sinks) un
successfully objected to this proposal, since they would serve as a de [acto reduction 
in burdens for those nations, diminishing as well the global carbon reduction given 
existing targets. The hypocrisy, though, comes through the assertion that emission 
reductions resulting from the prolonged recessions in Russia and Ukraine ought 
not to count toward reduction targets, as a matter of luck, but that the abundant 
natural resources in North America and Australia ought to count toward those goals, 
as (somehow) the product of deliberate human planning and voluntary effort In 
effect, this combination of arguments seeks to further punish the unfortunate for 
their misfortune, and to reward the fortunate for their good luck. 

Complaints lodged by Kyoto opponents about the emission reductions 
counted under the EU's compliance record resulting from the cleanup of former 
DDR factories and power plants illustrate another problem with the fair burdens 
approach These emissions reductions cannot be considered to be the product 
of luck, since Germany spent billions of dollars modernizing older industrial in
frastructure in order to achieve the reductions that largely account for Europe's 
movement toward compliance. Yet, there remains a troubling problem with the t 
emissions credit that resulted from the one-time event o[ German reunification. 
The use of the 1990 baseline results in a benefit for the EU resulting from the ex

istence of high-emissions East German factories and power plants in that year-a 
state of affairs that resembles luck-and which may partially undermine claims 
of responsibility for its cleanup. Likewise, Russia and Ukraine gained by virtue of 
the fact that their emissions were at an historical peak in 1990 Those nations that 
were the largest polluters at the time the baseline was established thereby received 
a kind of reward for this. Meanwhile, other nations, which accounted for much 
less pollution at the time the baseline was established, are limited in their future 
emissions for similar reasons. 

Starting points for the various participants thus become highly relevant 
under any scheme that prescribes reductions from an historical baseline The fair 
burdens approach of the Kyoto protocol, with its "common but differentiated 
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responsibilities," fails to compensate for the unfairness of these widely disparate 
starting points. Those who polluted more in 1990 get to pollute more into the 
indefinite future, and vIce versa. The United States, with per capita emissions more 
than twice as high as the EU or Japan, five times as high as China, and ten times 
those of India, would under the protocol be grandfathered into a substantially 
higher emissions allowance than its economic competitors. These disparities in 
1990, which would be difficult if not impossihle to justify by any standard of 
international fairness, would be legitimated by the protocol, establishing de [acto 
pollution rights that are distributed in a highly inequitable manner and locked 
in over time. In following a fair burdens approach, such a climate regime would 
violate the polluter pays principle contained within the idea of fairness--not only 
would historical pollution be entirely disregarded, but it would serve as the basis 
for inequitable future pollution rights ~ 

Had non-Annex I countries been included in the initial round of mandatory 
caps, they would have been locked in near their 1990 emissions levels, freezing the 
world economic hierarchy by denying developmg countries the ability to industrial
ize (by limiting the concomitant greenhouse emission increases). As soon as they are 
brought under the regulatory framework of the treaty, their growth potential may 
be frozen in a way that the earlier-developing nations of the North were not. The 
problem is not that binding emissions limits are inherently unfair, but is instead 
with the widely disparate caps that allow more pollution from hIstorically bigger 
polluters (thereby undermining the principle of responsibility, which requires that 
all bear a share of the abatement burden in proportion to their contribution to the 
problem). The problem, m other words, is not with the design of the fair burdens 
approach, but is with the approach itself. 

VI. Population and Responsibility 

The above analysis of fairness and responsibility implies the need for a fair shares 
approach, where emissions caps are a function of population size, rather than 
historical pollution rates A version of this approach has been promoted under the 
rubric of "contracllon and convergence,"16 where developing country per capita 
emiSSIOns are gradually contracted, and where world emissions sltghtly increase 
to converge upon a level where atmospheric C02 concentrations stabilize at 450 
ppmv by the year 2100 The problem of determining the appropriate culpability 
for past and present pollution IS subsumed within the logically prior question of 
how much one person rmght be allowed to individually emit without jeopardizing ~ 
the well-being of others. Moreover, the equal per capita emissions scheme avoids 
the philosophically perilous claim that persons born into wealthier nations deserve 
their status as larger polluters, opting instead to treat all persons equally regardless 
of their draw In the natural lottery of birth. 
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Under this approach, the biggest current polluters bear proportionally bigger 
mitigation burdens, and those currently not emittmg significant greenhouse gases 
but threatened by the predicted hazards of climate change benefit from emission 
trading arrangements with Annex I countries that exceed their mandatory caps. 
The global redistribution of wealth that this trading scheme would initially produce 
would serve not only as compensation for the harm inflicted upon developmg coun
tries by their wealthier counterparts, but could also be employed for the sustainable 
development of non-Annex I economies without Jeopardizing the larger global 
effort through emissions leakage. It could deploy emissions abatement technology 
where marginal abatement costs are lowest, promoting the most efficient emissions 
reductions, and would appropriately reward recent abatement efforts and punish 
abdication of abatement responsibility 

A population standard, however, raises problems of its own Since populatlon 
growth is a leading causal variable in national emissions rates, how is population 
growth to affect the reapportionment of future emissions shares' Should rapidly
growing nations enjoy similar growth in their shares of aggregate emissions' Should 
those nations approaching zero population growth, likewise, see a shrinking share of 
allowable emissions as their share of the planet's population declines' If so, another 
set of perverse incentives is created, since encouraging population growth is certain 
to undermine whatever other emissions abatement gains are made. In additlon, the 
principle of responsibility suggests that nations--which can do a better or worse Job 
in controlling their own populations--be held responsible for this project Ignoring 
the problem of overpopulation--or, worse, encouraging it-is something that any 
policy aiming to avert the hazards of climate change must strongly discourage. 

If emissions shares are not periodically reapportioned, then the baseline 
population that serves to determine emissions shares appears arbitrary. While 1990 
is defensible as a greenhouse gas emissions baseline under the Kyoto protocol (it 
was the year in which the IPCC released its First Assessment Report confirming 
the link between human activity and climate change), the ecological threats posed 
by population growth have been well known for at least a century. Ought we to 
apportion emissions limits based on 1898 census figures, in order to mark the 
publication of Malthus' famous work' Or 1972 figures, when the Club of Rome 
brought the Forester "limits to growth" thesis to the world's attention' 

This is a problem with no easy answer. Part of what made the 1990 Kyoto 
baseline so palatable was that the participating nations, meeting in Rio in 1992, 
had pledged to stabilize emissions at 1990 levels by 2000 Emissions at the time 
of that initial agreement had not changed appreciably in the two years since the 
baseline Insofar as they had, participating nations were all aware in 1990 that caps 
were coming, and could defensibly be held responsible for exacerbating their later 
burdens by allowing significant emissions growth during those intervening years. In 
the case of population, any historical baseline year (including the present) appears 
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, 

arbitrary \Vhen considering national population policies prior to the baseline year, 
the most destructive activities (those that allow high rates of population growth) 
are rewarded with higher emissions shares (although not higher per capita shares), 
and the most sustainable ones punished. One cannot, however, alter past birth rates 
by manipulating incentive structures To paraphrase Socrates from The Republic, 
one must do the same thing whether dropped into a small pool or the middle of 
the ocean-start swimming The people who are here are already here AnyetTec
tive climate policy must take account of population growth, but can do so only 
from the present forward. This, in the absence of any better argument, serves as 
the Justification for taking current population levels and freezing emission shares 
by those proportions 

VII. Conclusion 

\Vhile this proposal is unlikely to be welcomed by the industrialized world, fairness 
and popularity are often dIstinct qualities. The fair shares conception, as embodied 
within a per capita emissions share climate change mitigation regime, best realizes 
the idea of fairness and offers a compelling visIOn of international justice, as well 
Rather than tying foreign aid to military strategy, resource exploitation or commod
ity production or consumption, the North would aid the South for having to bear 
the costs 01 the externalities of northern industrialization. For decades the global 
atmosphere has been treated as a public sewer in which to dump the costs of enrich
ing the affluent, and it is only fair that we now begin to pay for this unconscionable 
behavior That it provides the proper incentive structure for taking human-caused 
climate change seriously. and begins to rectify the gross global inequity of wealth, 
renders this proposal worthy of some conSideration, should the appropriate role 
of falfness It1 ongoing climate change mlligation efforts ever become the subject of 
serIOUS publIc debate. 

51n'e Vanderheiden, Un!'erslty ofl\1mnesota-Duluth 
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